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Cysteine synthesis in bacteria and plants is catalyzed by serine
acetyltransferase (SAT) and O-acetylserine (thiol)-lyase (OAS-
TL), which form the hetero-oligomeric cysteine synthase com-
plex (CSC). In plants, but not in bacteria, the CSC is assumed to
control cellular sulfur homeostasis by reversible association of
the subunits. Application of size exclusion chromatography,
analytical ultracentrifugation, and isothermal titration calorim-
etry revealed a hexameric structure of mitochondrial SAT from
Arabidopsis thaliana (AtSATm) and a 2:1 ratio of the OAS-TL
dimer to the SAT hexamer in the CSC. Comparable results were
obtained for the composition of the cytosolic SAT from A. tha-
liana (AtSATc) and the cytosolic SAT from Glycine max
(Glyma16g03080,GmSATc) and their correspondingCSCs.The
hexameric SAT structure is also supported by the calculated
binding energies between SAT trimers. The interaction sites of
dimers ofAtSATmtrimers are identified using peptide arrays. A
negative Gibbs free energy (�G � �33 kcal mol�1) explains the
spontaneous formation of the AtCSCs, whereas the measured
SAT:OAS-TL affinity (KD � 30 nM) is 10 times weaker than that
of bacterial CSCs. Free SAT from bacteria is >100-fold more
sensitive to feedback inhibition by cysteine than AtSATm/c.
The sensitivity of plant SATs to cysteine is further decreased by
CSC formation, whereas the feedback inhibition of bacterial
SATby cysteine is not affectedbyCSC formation.Thedatadem-
onstrate highly similar quaternary structures of the CSCs from
bacteria and plants but emphasize differences with respect to
the affinity of CSC formation (KD) and the regulation of cysteine
sensitivity of SAT within the CSC.

Cysteine biosynthesis in plants and bacteria is catalyzed by a
two-step process. Serine acetyltransferase (SAT2; EC 2.3.1.30)
activates serine by transfer of the acetyl moiety from acetyl

coenzyme A to form O-acetylserine (OAS). Then OAS accepts
sulfide by catalysis of OAS (thiol)-lyase (OAS-TL; EC 2.5.1.47).
This fixation of free sulfide from assimilatory sulfate reduction
or external sulfide sources is the exclusive entry of reduced
sulfur into cellular metabolism. SAT and OAS-TL form the
hetero-oligomeric cysteine synthase complex (CSC). In entero-
bacteria and plants, the interaction of SAT and OAS-TL is sta-
bilized by the presence of sulfide, although the addition of OAS
dissociates the two enzymes (1, 2). Plant and bacterialOAS-TLs
are dimers that are catalytically inactive in the CSC but become
fully active upon dissociation of the complex by OAS (1, 3).
However, these properties do not seem to relate to metabolic
regulation of cysteine synthesis in enterobacteria. In Esche-
richia coli, regulation of cysteine synthesis is mainly achieved
by control of the cysteine regulon that includes OAS-TL and
the genes encoding for proteins catalyzing sulfate uptake and
reduction but not bacterial SAT. Bacterial SAT is constitutively
expressed but strongly inhibited by cysteine (KI � 1.1 �M cys-
teine). In the presence of cysteine, SAT of E. coli (EcSAT) is
almost inactive. At low cysteine concentrations, EcSAT is
released from cysteine inhibition and produces OAS. OAS
spontaneously converts to N-acetylserine, which binds to the
CysB repressor and acts as an inducer. The N-acetylserine-
CysB complex dissociates from the DNA, and the genes of the
Cys-operon are expressed (4). In contrast, plant SAT and
OAS-TL are part of a metabolic flux control system in cytosol,
plastids, and mitochondria that contributes to the genetic reg-
ulation of cellular sulfate uptake and reduction (2, 5). Interest-
ingly, at normal sulfur supply, all SAT is found in the CSC. Due
to this interaction, OAS-TL is inactivated allowing OAS, the
product of the SAT reaction and limiting factor for cysteine
biosynthesis, to dissociate from the complex. A high excess of
free OAS-TL dimers in plants converts OAS and sulfide to cys-
teine. During sulfur starvation, the sulfide level declines as a
consequence of reduced sulfate assimilation, which results in
accumulation ofOAS and the loss of stabilization of the CSC by
sulfide (2, 3).
The three-dimensional structures of plant SAT andOAS-TL

proteins obtained by x-ray crystallography and of plant SAT
proteins obtained bymodeling appear to be very similar to their
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enterobacterial counterparts. This observation also applies to
their kinetic properties (2, 6–8). The SATC terminuswas iden-
tified as one interaction site between bacterial SAT and
OAS-TL (9) and the SAT andOAS-TL from the cytosol ofAra-
bidopsis thaliana and Glycine max (10–12). Deletion of the
C-terminal 20 amino acids of EcSAT strongly reduced binding
to EcOAS-TL and inhibition by cysteine (9, 13). Feedback sen-
sitivity of plant SAT is also conferred to a large extent by a
methionine residue near the C terminus (14). The affinity of
full-length EcSAT to EcOAS-TL in the complex was deter-
mined as KD �2 nM (15, 16) with SAT forming a central dimer
of trimers associated with two OAS-TL homodimers. The
affinities of SAT and OAS-TL in plant CSCs were reported to
be considerably lower at 25 and 41 nM (3, 17). Recently, the
quaternary structure of the cytosolic CSC from G. max was
found to differ from that in bacteria and to consist of one SAT
trimer associated with three OAS-TL dimers that bind with
affinities from KD � 0.2 to 78 nM (12).
Despite strong similarities between the CSCs from bacteria

and plants, the regulatory function of the CSC seems to be
completely different, because plant SAT is regulated by com-
plex formation (3), whereas EcSAT is not affected (1). Here, we
use analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC), size exclusion chro-
matography (SEC), and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
to explore quaternary composition of plant CSCs from Arabi-
dopsis and G. max and define fundamental regulatory differ-
ences between plant and bacterial CSCs.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

General Cloning—PCR and cloning of DNA fragments were
performed according to Ref. 18. Deletion of AtSATm
(At3g13110) proteins was introduced by selective amplification
using PCR with primer p_210 in combination with p_�C10 or
p_�C15 for SAT�C10 and SAT�C15 (supplemental data 1).
The resulting PCR fragments were cloned in the vector pET-
32a (Novagen, Germany). The same strategy was applied
for cloning of full-length AtSATc (At5g56760), GmSATc
(Glyma16g03080), and histidine-tagged AtOAS-TLc (At4g14880)
using the primer combinations p_1366, p_1367, p_1364,
p_1365, p_202, and p_203 (supplemental data 1). PCR frag-
ments encoding for AtSATc, GmSATc, and AtOAS-TLc were
cloned in the vectors pET-28a and pET-30a, respectively.
Expression and Purification of Proteins—Mature histidine-

taggedAtSATmand native AtOAS-TLm (At3g59760) were co-
expressed in HMS 174(DE3) bacteria and purified via immobi-
lized metal affinity chromatography as described in Ref. 19 as
CSC. Free histidine-tagged AtSATm was eluted after on-col-
umn dissociation of the immobilized CSC with 10 mM OAS. In
addition, free AtOAS-TLc and AtOAS-TLm were purified via
their affinity to SAT as described in Ref. 8 using the same pET
vector constructs. AtSATc andGmSATcwere purified via their
affinity to OAS-TL, after immobilization of histidine-tagged
AtOAS-TLc on aHiTrapTMChelating HP column (GEHealth-
care) as bait. Elution of mature AtSATc and GmSATc was
achieved by dissociation ofCSCwith 10mMOAS in 50mMTris,
pH 7, 0.25 M sodium chloride for size exclusion chromatogra-
phy or 0.1 MHEPES, pH 7, 0.25 M sodium chloride for analytical
ultracentrifugation.

Enzyme Assays for SAT and OAS-TL—For determination of
SAT activity, purified recombinant SAT protein (�1 ng) was
assayed according to Ref. 19. OAS-TL activity was determined
as described previously (8).
Size Exclusion Chromatography—Molecular weights were

determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) using a
Pharmacia FPLCTM system (GE Healthcare) that was con-
nected to a Superdex200 HiLoadTM 16/60 prep grade column
(GE Healthcare) and equilibrated in 50 mM Tris, pH 7, 0.25 M

sodium chloride. Calibration of the Superdex 200 column was
performedwith the high and lowmolecular weight gel filtration
calibration kits (GE Healthcare) according to the manufactur-
er’s instructions. The protein amounts were varied between 0.5
nmol for SAT hexamers and up to 17 nmol of mixtures of SAT
hexamers and OAS-TL dimers.
Analytical Ultracentrifugation—Centrifugation was per-

formed in 50 mM Tris, pH 8.5, 0.25 M sodium chloride for
AtSATm and AtOAS-TLm and in 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7, 0.25 M

sodium chloride for AtSATc, GmSATc, and AtOAS-TLc. Pro-
tein concentration varied between 0.5 and 5 mg ml�1. Forma-
tion of heterogeneous CSC composed of theGmSATc hexamer
and the AtOAS-TLc dimer was achieved by addition of 1 mM

sulfide and 12-fold excess of the AtOAS-TLc dimer. Sedimen-
tation velocity profiles were monitored at 280 nm for SAT and
at 412 nm for OAS-TL and CSC. The samples were centrifuged
at 45,000 rpm and 4 °C in a Beckman Optima XL-A centrifuge
equipped with the AN-60 Ti rotor. Sedimentation coefficient
and molecular weight distributions were analyzed by the C(s)
method implemented in the Sedfit software package (20). AUC
data were presented as molecular weight distributions (C(M)).
Buffer density and viscosity corrections were made according
to the data published previously (21).
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry—Experiments were per-

formed using a VP-ITC Microcal calorimeter connected to a
cell with a 1.44-ml volume (Microcal, Northhampton,MA). All
proteins were dialyzed extensively against ITC buffer (50 mM

Tris, pH 8.5, 0.25 M NaCl) prior to all titrations. A typical titra-
tion at 20 °C consisted of 24 injections of 6–12-�l aliquots of
20 �M of the AtOAS-TLm dimer or 55 �M of the AtOAS-TLc
dimer into 0.7 �M of the AtSATm hexamer or 1.7 �M the
AtSATc hexamers at time intervals of 5 min to ensure that
the titration peak returned to the base line. The ITC data were
analyzed using the program Origin version 5.0 provided by the
manufacturer.
Comparative Modeling, Computation of Binding Energies

and Molecular Dynamics Simulation—A description of the
computational procedures is provided in supplemental data 2.
Screening for Interaction Domains of SATwith Custom-made

Peptide Arrays—Custom-made peptide arrays of SAT were
produced by solid phase peptide synthesis based on the Fmoc
(N-(9-fluorenyl)methoxycarbonyl) chemistry as described pre-
viously (22). The sequence ofmatureAtSATmwas presented as
oligopeptides consisting of 15 residues with one amino acid lap
from peptide to peptide immobilized on a membrane (22).
[35S]Met-labeled AtSATm was synthesized by feeding of
[35S]Met (16.5 MBq) to HMS 174 (DE3) E. coli cells expressing
histidine-tagged SAT in M9 medium without methionine (18)
and purified as described above. The peptide arrays were
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probed for 2 h with [35S]Met-labeled AtSATm (0.3 ng ml�1) in
binding buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8, 0.25 M NaCl) supplied with
2.5% BSA. Binding specificity was ensured by washing three
times with binding buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8, 0.25 M NaCl).
Signal spots were detected by autoradiography.
Determination of Molecular Weight of the Native Cytosolic

CSC from Arabidopsis—Leaves of 7-week-old soil-grown A.
thaliana (ecotype Col-0) plants were harvested and ground in
liquid nitrogen to a fine powder. Proteins were extracted with
50 mM Tris, pH 7, 0.15 M sodium chloride, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM

EGTA, 10% glycerol, 10mMDTT, 0.5mM PMSF for 15min and
separated from cell debris by centrifugation at 20 °C and
25,000� g for 20min. Soluble proteins (3mg)were separated in
the presence or absence of 10 mM OAS by SEC as described
(fraction size 1 ml). AtSATc was immunologically detected in
each fraction using an AtSATc-specific antiserum after separa-
tion of fractionated proteins by SDS-PAGE and transfer of pro-
teins to nitrocellulose (0.22 �m, Applichem, Darmstadt,
Germany) as described previously (18). The antiserum was
demonstrated to be specific by comparison of signals deter-
mined in crude extracts of wild type and a T-DNA knock-out
line of AtSATc (supplemental data 3).

RESULTS

Quaternary Structure of the Mitochondrial CSC and Its Sub-
units in Arabidopsis—The mitochondrial SAT provides the
bulk of OAS in Arabidopsis (23) and was selected for analysis.
Experiments were carried out with affinity-purified recombi-
nant AtSATm and AtOAS-TLm. The transit peptides were not
included in the construct. Apparentmolecular sizeswere deter-
mined by molecular SEC as 72 � 5 kDa for AtOAS-TLm (n �
7), 208 � 12 kDa for AtSATm (n � 6), and 343 � 45 kDa for
CSC (n � 7) (Fig. 1A). Based on the calculated molecular
weights, these sizes correspond to a dimer of AtOAS-TLm (cal-
culated molecular mass for AtOAS-TLC of 33.8 kDa), a hex-
amer of AtSATm (calculated molecular mass for AtSATm of
35.1 kDa), and a 2:1 ratio of the AtOAS-TLm dimer to the
AtSATm hexamer in the CSC. These findings were verified
using AUC and revealed molecular masses of 72 � 2 kDa for
AtOAS-TLm (n � 4) and 199 � 3 kDa for AtSATm (n � 3, Fig.
1B). In two of the six AtSATm purifications analyzed by SEC, a
protein complex was detected with a molecular mass of 350
kDa, which perfectly fits to the calculated size of the recombi-
nant CSC of 345.8 kDa. Most likely, a small contamination of
the AtSATm preparation with AtOAS-TLm that was co-ex-
pressed to increase yield resulted in CSC formation. Further-
more, we applied ITC to analyze the association of AtSATm
andAtOAS-TLm (Fig. 1C). The best fit of the experimental data
(supplemental data 4) was achieved by applying a “one set of
identical binding site” model as follows: A � nB3 Abn, where
A is the AtSATm hexamer, and B is the AtOAS-TLm dimer
(supplemental data 5). Titrations of AtSATm with AtOAS-TLm
yielded a stoichiometry of n � 2.20 � 0.04 corresponding to
a ratio of two AtOAS-TLm dimers to one AtSATm hexamer.
The dissociation constant was determined as KD � 30 � 6 nM.
The reaction enthalpy andGibbs free energywere strongly neg-
ative (Table 1), indicating an exergonic process that confirms
the observed spontaneous formation of the CSC. The reaction

enthalpy contributed by far more to �G than entropy, empha-
sizing the importance of the transition from free AtOAS-TLm
dimers and AtSATm hexamers to CSC-bound subunits.
Identification of SAT-SAT-binding Sites—The association of

SAT trimers into a hexamer implies specific binding sites. The
SAT-SAT interaction was therefore mapped using AtSATm
peptide arrays in combination with [35S]Met-labeled AtSATm.
15-Mer oligopeptidesmoving in one amino acid steps along the
entireAtSATmsequence (without leader peptide)were synthe-
sized and immobilized on a membrane. Each peptide spot thus
had a 14-amino acid overlapwith the previous one. The binding

FIGURE 1. Quaternary structure of the AtCSCm and its subunits. A, AtOAS-
TLm, AtSATm, and AtCSCm were purified independently and resolved by SEC
as described under “Experimental Procedures.” Gray vertical lines represent
elution volume of proteins used for calibration (1, thyroglobulin, 669 kDa; 2,
ferritin, 440 kDa; 3, catalase, 232 kDa; 4, �-amylase, 200 kDa; 5, aldolase, 158
kDa; 6, alcohol-dehydrogenase, 150 kDa; 7, BSA 66 kDa). B, molecular weights
of CSC subunits were independently confirmed by AUC. C, association kinetic
of the AtCSCm was analyzed by ITC. The release of heat by subsequent injec-
tion of AtOAS-TLm dimer to a AtSATm hexamer is plotted against the molar
ratio of AtOAS-TLm dimer to AtSATm hexamer. The solid line represents a fit to
data using the one set of equal binding sites model.
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assay was repeated twice with freshly prepared [35S]Met-
AtSATm protein and independently synthesized SAT peptide
arrays (Fig. 2, A and B). The peptide stretch identified corre-
sponded to part of the helix �4 in the N-terminal AtSATm
domain (supplemental data 6). Homology modeling of
AtSATm to EcSAT (24) suggests that this �-helix is in the same
position as the corresponding helix of EcSAT (Fig. 2, C and D).
These data are consistent with crystallographic studies (25)
demonstrating the involvement of the helix �4 in dimerization
of two EcSAT trimers.
Quaternary Structure of Cytosolic SAT and CSC in

Arabidopsis—Because SAT of soybean was reported to be tri-
meric (12), we investigated AtSATc to explore potential com-
partment-specific differences in quaternary structure of CSCs
from Arabidopsis. The recombinant purified protein was sub-
jected toAUCand revealed amolecular size of 183� 18 kDa for
AtSATc, providing evidence for the hexameric structure of
AtSATc (calculated molecular mass for AtSATc of 32.8 kDa,
n � 2, Fig. 3A).

Similarly to the analysis of mitochondrial CSC, ITC was also
applied to analyze the interaction of AtSATc with AtOAS-TLc
(Fig. 3B and supplemental data 4). A stoichiometry of n �
2.07 � 0.01 was determined upon titration of AtSATc with
AtOAS-TLc corresponding to a molar ratio of two AtOAS-
TLm dimers to one AtSATm hexamer. The dissociation con-
stant, reaction enthalpy, entropy, and Gibbs free energy were
clearly negative and comparable with the respective values for
the mitochondrial CSC formation (Table 1).
To ask whether endogenous CSC has the same stoichiom-

etry as the recombinant enzymes, the molecular size of the
native CSCc was analyzed. Soluble proteins from Arabidop-
sis leaves were separated by SEC in the presence and absence
of OAS. AtSATc was detected by Western blotting (see
“Experimental Procedures”). An apparent molecular mass of
342 kDa � 8 (n � 3) in the absence of OAS corresponded to
AtSATc in the CSC, whereas free AtSATc was found in the
presence of 10 mM OAS with an apparent molecular mass of

FIGURE 2. Identification of SAT-SAT interaction domains using peptide
arrays. A and B, custom-made SAT peptide arrays were probed independently
with [35S]Met-labeled AtSATm. In both cases, signal stretches corresponding to
part of helix �4 of AtSATm were evident (MNY-92LFDLFSGVLQGN103). C, homol-
ogy modeling of AtSATm to HiSAT revealed that helix �4 shown in space-
filling representation is in the same position as the corresponding helix of
HiSAT. Helix �4 of HiSAT is known to be involved in the dimerization of bac-
terial SAT trimers by crystallographic studies. D, side view on � and � mono-
mer of SAT hexamer that interact via helix �4. The �, �, �, and � monomers of
the HiSAT hexamer are hidden for clarity.

FIGURE 3. Quaternary structure of the AtCSCc and its subunits. A, recom-
binant AtSATc hexamer (0.5 nmol) was purified and resolved by AUC. B, asso-
ciation kinetics of the AtCSCc was analyzed by ITC. The release of heat by
subsequent injection of AtOAS-TLc dimer to an AtSATc hexamer is plotted
against the molar ratio of AtOAS-TLc dimer to AtSATc hexamer. The solid line
represents a fit to the data using the one set of equal binding sites model.
C, soluble leaf proteins of 6-week-old Arabidopsis plants were resolved by SEC
in the absence or presence of 10 mM OAS to determine the molecular weight
of cytosolic CSC and free AtSATc from Arabidopsis, respectively. Equal
amounts of fractions (1 ml) corresponding to retention volume 55 to 73 ml
were subjected to immunological detection of AtSATc using a specific
antiserum.

TABLE 1
Kinetic properties of CSCs from plants and enterobacteria
Stoichiometry and kinetic properties of CSC from S. typhimurium,H. influenzae and E. coli are shown in Refs. 1, 15, and 16, respectively. Specific SAT activity and inhibition
by cysteine of bacterial SAT were determined with SAT of E. coli in the presence (CSC) or absence of EcOAS-TL (SAT alone).

A. thaliana in Enterobacteria
in cytoplasmCytosol Mitochondria

N 2.07 � 0.01 2.20 � 0.04 2a,b
KD 28 � 2 nM 30 � 6 nM 2.6 � 0.8c and �2 nMb

DH �28.4 � 0.1 kcal mol�1 �35.5 � 0.9 kcal mol�1

T��S �18.1 kcal mol�1 �25.2 kcal mol�1

�G �10.3 kcal mol�1 �10.3 kcal mol�1

CSC specific SAT activity 10.14 � 1.23 units mg�1 6.99 � 0.94 units mg�1 10.18 � 1.85 units mg�1

IC50 cysteine 50 �M 250 �M 0.25 �M

SAT alone specific SAT activity 11.72 � 1.59 units mg�1 7.09 � 0.64 units mg�1 7.68 � 1.86 units mg�1

IC50 cysteine 30 �M 65 �M 0.25 �M
a See Ref. 11.
b See Ref. 15.
c See Ref. 16.
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185 kDa (n � 1). Furthermore, the abundance of SAT and
OAS-TL in purified recombinant mitochondrial and cyto-
solic CSC was tested by silver staining after separation by
SDS-PAGE. In both cases, higher abundance of SAT with
respect to OAS-TL was detected, compatible with a lower
OAS-TL to SAT ratio as would be expected from a 4:6 ratio
of monomers (supplemental data 7).
Quaternary Structure of Cytosolic SAT in Soybean—Species-

specific differences could be a cause for different quaternary
structures of Arabidopsis and soybean SATs and hence the
composition of the respective CSCs (12). This hypothesis was
addressed by investigation of cytosolic SAT fromG.max under
the same conditions asArabidopsisAtSATc. RNA fromG.max
L. Merr. cv. Williams82 as used in Ref. 12 was isolated to gen-
erate a full-length cDNA. Comparison of the resulting cDNA
sequence with cDNA corresponding to GenBankTM accession
number AF452452.1 (cytosolic SAT of soybean published in
Ref. 12) revealed considerable differences but a perfectly
matched genomic DNA from the soybean sequencing project
that also used G. max L. Merr. cv. Williams82 (Glyma16g0308
(supplemental data 6) (26)). Repeated cloning of cDNA fromG.
max L. Merr. cv. Williams82 and additionally from G. max L.
Merr. cv. Effi confirmed the precise match with the respective
entry in the soybean genomic database (Glyma16g03080 (26)).
The cytosolic SAT from G. max used here is therefore named
GmSATc in contrast to AF452452.1 (12). The differences in the
amino acid sequence of AF452452.1 are at residues 149 and
175–192 and correspond to an amino acid composition that is
significantly different from known SATs (supplemental data 6).
SEC of the GmSATc obtained from cv. Williams82 in this

work revealed a molecular size of 232 kDa (n � 2; Fig. 4A).
UsingAUC, themolecularmass ofGmSATcwas determined as
180 kDa (n � 2; Fig. 4B). The heterologous CSC composed of
GmSATc and AtOAS-TLc was used for AUC because plant
SATs and OAS-TLs from different species are known to inter-
act (3, 27). The molecular weights of the three detectable pro-
tein species correspond well to the AtOAS-TLc dimer, the
GmSATc hexamer, and a heterologous CSC composed of one
hexamer of GmSATc and two dimers of AtOAS-TLc (n � 1,
Fig. 4C). GmSATc therefore shows a hexameric composition,
and the corresponding CSC probably consists of a decameric
structure with most likely two OAS-TL dimers.
Modeling the Quaternary Structure of SAT—In view of the

apparent discrepancy between the quaternary structures of
AtSATmandAF452452.1 (12), the binding energies of two SAT
trimers in a SAT hexamer were calculated for several SATs
(Table 2 and supplemental data 2). The binding energies of the
SAT trimers from plants were consistently about 30% higher
than those for bacterial SATs, mostly due to differences in elec-
trostatic binding energy. Nevertheless, the binding energies
demonstrate that the existence of SAT in a hexameric state is
favorable in all cases. In particular, the results suggest that, as in
E. coli, Haemophilus influenzae, and A. thaliana, the oligo-
meric state of the SATs in G. max is also likely to be a
homohexamer.
The flexibility of the SAT trimers of the two isoforms of cyto-

solic SAT from G. max was assessed in light of their sequence
differences. Molecular dynamics simulation (supplemental

data 2) revealed higher flexibility in AF452452.1, accompanied
by local structural distortion,mainly in the�-sheet domain and
less apparent in the �-helical domain (supplemental data 8).
These results suggest that, due to reduced stability, the hexa-

FIGURE 4. Quaternary structure of the GmSATc. A, recombinant GmSATc
hexamer (0.5 nmol) was resolved by SEC. B, molecular weight of the GmSATC
hexamer (1.6 nmol) was confirmed by AUC. C, GmSATc (1.3 nmol) and cyto-
solic OAS-TL from Arabidopsis (15.5 nmol AtOAS-TLc) were mixed and sub-
jected to AUC. All experiments were performed as described under “Experi-
mental Procedures.”

TABLE 2
Calculated binding energies for dimerization of SAT trimers in
enterobacteria and plants
HiSAT and EcSAT represent the sole SAT isoforms of H. influenzae and E. coli,
respectively. GmSATc relates to the cytosolic SAT from G. max, which is encoded
by gene Glyma1603080. AF452452.1 is the cytosolic SAT of G. max studied in Ref.
12. GmSATo corresponds to a putatively organelle-localized isoform inG.max and
is encoded by gene Glyma18g08910.

Isoform Localization Electrostatic
energy

Apolar
energy

Binding
energy

kcal mol�1 kcal mol�1 kcal mol�1

HiSAT Cytoplasm �2 �128 �130
EcSAT Cytoplasm 4 �123 �118
AtSATc Cytosol 32 �114 �82
AtSATm Mitochondria 26 �108 �82
GmSATc Cytosol 37 �118 �81
AF452452.1 Cytosol 36 �123 �87
GmSATo Organelle 27 �113 �86
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merization of AF452452.1 might be less favorable than that of
GmSATc.Moreover, one can speculate that the higher flexibil-
ity may lead to a higher proportion of OAS-TL in the CSC for
AF452452.1, as found experimentally (12).
SATCTerminusRepresses SATActivity andModulates Feed-

back Inhibition—TheC terminus of SATproteinswas shown to
be a major determinant for the interaction with OAS-TL (11,
13, 19). Because the domain involved in feedback inhibition to
cysteine is in the vicinity of the C terminus (9, 11, 14, 28), dele-
tions of the 10 or 15 C-terminal amino acids were introduced
into mitochondrial AtSATm (Fig. 5A) designated as SAT�C10
and SAT�C15, respectively.
SAT�C15 showed 2-fold increased activity (p � 0.001, n �

8), and SAT�C10 activitywas also significantly (p� 0.01,n� 8)
increased. Kinetic analysis of SAT�C15 showed that only Vmax
but not Km was affected by the deletion (supplemental data 9).
This deletion analysis of free AtSATm suggests that the C ter-
minus, although predicted to be flexible (25) and not attached
to the�-sheet domain, represses SAT enzymatic activity. Inter-
estingly, SAT�C15 eliminated the methionine residue Met376
involved in cysteine feedback inhibition, and SAT�C10
reached close to this residue. Accordingly, the deletion of the
C-terminal 10 amino acids resulted in decreased sensitivity to
feedback inhibition by cysteine (Fig. 5B).
Differential Feedback Inhibition by Cysteine in Free andCSC-

bound SAT Proteins—The possible dual role of the SAT C ter-
minus in OAS-TL binding and control of SAT activity
prompted the investigation of feedback sensitivity of free and
complex bound SAT proteins to cysteine. Analysis of purified

recombinant EcSAT showed inhibition with an IC50 � 0.25 �M

by cysteine and almost complete inhibition at higher cysteine
concentrations (Fig. 6A). SAT in the bacterial CSC was inhib-
ited in the same way by increasing cysteine concentrations
(Table 1). In contrast, the inhibition constant of free AtSATc
was IC50 � 30 �M (Fig. 6B) and thus statistically significantly
higher compared with AtSATc bound in AtCSCc (IC50 � 50
�M). The difference in feedback inhibition was even larger for
free and CSC-bound AtSATm (IC50 � 65 and 250 �M, respec-
tively). Complete inhibition could not be achieved for SAT
activity in the complex even at high cysteine concentrations
(Fig. 6C). The three free SATproteins showed specific activities
from 7 to 11 nmol mg�1 min�1 (Table 1). Taken together,
AtSATm/c are less sensitive to feedback inhibition by cysteine
when bound in the CSC compared with the free forms. In con-
trast, feedback inhibition of EcSAT is apparently independent
of its oligomeric state.

FIGURE 5. C-terminal deletion of AtSATm affects enzymatic activity and
inhibition by cysteine. A, full-length AtSATm and the C-terminally truncated
proteins SAT�C10 and SAT�C15 were purified twice and analyzed for their
maximal enzymatic activity (n � 8). B, feedback inhibition of SAT to cysteine
was tested. Asterisks indicate significant differences between AtSATm and the
truncated SAT proteins (p � 0.05). Statistical analysis was performed with the
Student’s t test implemented in SigmaStat 3.0 (SPSS).

FIGURE 6. Cysteine inhibition of plant and bacterial SATs within the CSC.
A–C, recombinant EcSAT (A), AtSATc (B), and AtSATm (C) were purified and
tested for inhibition of SAT activity by cysteine in free or CSC associated state
(n � 4). CSC formation was achieved by co-expression of SAT with its native
interaction partner in E. coli followed by histidine-affinity purification of the
spontaneously formed CSC. Cysteine concentration was varied between 0
and 0.005 mM for inhibition of bacterial SAT, whereas the concentration of
cysteine was increased up to 0.8 mM to efficiently inhibit plant SATs. For com-
parison, activity of plant and bacterial SAT is shown as percentage of nonin-
hibited free or complex associated SAT.
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DISCUSSION

In this study, three independent approaches demonstrate
quaternary structures of a dimer for AtOAS-TLm, a homohex-
amer for AtSATm in the absence of AtOAS-TLm, and a 2:1
ratio of OAS-TL dimer to SAT hexamer in the assembledmito-
chondrial and cytosolic CSCs fromArabidopsis. This composi-
tion supports findings of a recent modeling and docking study
that identified a 2:1 ratio of AtOAS-TLm dimer to AtSAT hex-
amer as the energetically and geometrically most likely compo-
sition (24). In this model, one AtSATm trimer binds one
AtOAS-TLm dimer. The hexameric core of such a 2:1 complex
is also in agreement with the functionalmapping of the helix�4
of AtSATm as a determinant of dimerization of SAT trimers, in
analogy to the equivalent helix in the HiSAT (SAT of Hae-
mophilus influenzae) crystal structure (6).
A hexameric structure was also found for cytosolic AtSATc

from Arabidopsis. Notably, the determination of the molecular
size of native AtSATc from Arabidopsis leaf extracts was used
for the first time to verify the analyses of recombinant SATs
from bacteria and plants. These results rule out compartment-
specific differences between mitochondrial and cytosolic SATs
and also CSC composition. Still, species-specific differences
might account for the discrepancies found in comparison with
cytosolic AF452452.1 (12). Isolation of the corresponding
cDNA from soybean failed. It repeatedly yielded a sequence
that differed in 19 amino acids and was in accordance with the
soybean genome database (26). Analysis of the encoded protein
termed GmSATc (Glyma16g03080) of this sequence fully con-
firmed the hexameric structure of SAT. For this reason, the
difference in�-sheet strands 4–6ofAF452452.1 in comparison
with GmSATc and other known SATs (supplemental data 6)
seems to be responsible for the unique trimeric organization
of AF452452.1 and the difference in stoichiometry of the
AF452452.1-GmOAS-TLc complex to bacterial and plant
CSCs (Figs. 1, 3, and 4) (1, 6,12, 24, 25, 29). The altered �-sheet
domain of AF452452.1 is not expected to be directly involved in
the dimerization of SAT trimers or interaction of SAT with
OAS-TL (6, 11, 29). Nevertheless, several mutations in the
�-sheet domain of AtSATm have been experimentally proven
to affect the SAT-SAT interaction and alsoCSC formation (19).
Molecular dynamics simulation of the GmSATc and of the
modeled AF452452.1 structure (supplemental data 8) indicate
destabilization of the �-sheet domain in AF452452.1, which
may lead to the observed trimeric organization and the 3:1
molar ratio in the CSC formed by AF452452.1. In agreement
with this hypothesis, a point mutation in the �-sheet domain of
bacterial SAT, named BB1, causes a total disruption of CSC
formation and impairs SAT-SAT interaction (19, 30). When
the BB1 mutation was introduced into AtSATm, it had the
same effect, although it is far away from the C-terminal tail and
the �-helical N terminus of SAT (supplemental data 6) (6,
8–11, 24). These examples demonstrate the significance of the
conserved SAT �-sheet domain for self-oligomerization and
interaction with OAS-TL.
Further support for the generally hexameric structure of

SATs is provided by calculation of the binding energy for SAT
trimer-trimer association (Table 2). Bacterial and plant SATs,

includingGmSATc andGmSATo, each fall into distinct groups
with overall properties that favor dimerization of trimers as
opposed to the existence of single trimers. However, it should
be cautioned that this approach did not distinguish AF
452452.1 from the other modeled plant SATs.
The molecular weight of a heterologous CSC made up of

GmSATc and AtOAS-TLc was in agreement with a hexameric
GmSATc as the core that binds 2 OAS-TL dimers (2:1 ratio). A
point of cautionmust be added to this interpretation, because a
GmSATc trimer that binds three OAS-TL dimers (3:1 ratio) as
postulated inRef. 12would have an indistinguishablemolecular
weight.
ITC experiments further corroborate aCSC stoichiometry of

one AtSATm or AtSATc hexamer and two corresponding
OAS-TL dimers (Table 1). They demonstrate that CSC forma-
tion is a spontaneous and mainly enthalpy-driven process. The
large negative values of enthalpy indicate a very specific recog-
nition of the interaction partners SAT and OAS-TL. The
remarkable decrease of entropy points to a significant degree of
conformational change, which occurs upon complex forma-
tion. Because �S is negative, the order of the entire system
increases during complex formation. Potentially the increase in
order is a result of fixation of the flexible C terminus of
AtSATm and AtSATc in the active sites of AtOAS-TLm and
AtOAS-TLc, respectively. This increase in order counteracts
the enthalpy-driven spontaneous formation of the entire com-
plex andmight be a possible explanation for the finding that the
C-terminal decapeptide of Arabidopsis cytosolic AtSATc
appears to have a higher affinity than the full-length AtSATc
protein (31).
Furthermore, the dissociation constants of bacterial CSCs

were reported to be 10 times lower than those of plant CSCs
(16, 17). The comparatively highKD value of the plantCSCs had
previously been determined by surface plasmon resonance (17)
and enzymaticmeasurements (3). Using ITC, this highKD value
could be independently confirmed for theArabidopsis cytosolic
and mitochondrial CSCs. The discrepancy to the much lower
KD value of the bacterial CSC suggests differences in the affinity
of bacterial and plant SAT/OAS-TL interaction, which ismedi-
ated by the C terminus of SATs. The exception so far is the CSC
of G. max formed by AF452452.1 (12) with its 3:1 ratio, which
displayed three KD values ranging from 0.3 to 78 nM (12).
Remarkably, theC-terminal 10 amino acids that are responsible
for the interactionwithOAS-TL are the only part of SAT that is
not highly conserved between bacterial and plant SATs (sup-
plemental data 6).
The feedback sensitivity of free SAT to cysteine was

described to be 1–2 orders lower in magnitude in bacteria than
plants (4, 14). Direct comparison of free and complex bound
SATs confirmed this difference and revealed indistinguishable
feedback sensitivity for bacterial SAT but enhanced sensitivity
of free SAT over bound SAT for the Arabidopsis proteins. This
difference was reported to be even larger in the CSC formed by
AF452452.1 (12) and is thus likely to contribute to the regula-
tion of the rate of cysteine synthesis. A regulation of different
feedback sensitivity to cysteine of phosphorylated versus non-
phosphorylated SAT has been reported for GmSerat2.1 (32).
This enzyme is associated with the cytosol and plastids and
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phosphorylated by a calcium-dependent protein phosphorylase
in response to oxidative stress (32). Interestingly, the phos-
phorylation site is located in the C terminus of GmSerat2.1.
In conclusion, evolution seems to have favored conservation

of the quaternary structures of the CSC in bacteria and higher
plants with apparently different functions. In plants, the CSC
serves as a regulatory platform for its subunits, but the bacterial
CSC lacks regulatory function for SAT. The functional differ-
ences of the CSC in these two types of organisms can be
explained by the low conservation of the C-terminal residues of
SAT, which largely determine cysteine inhibition of SAT and
the association kinetics of the CSC.
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Supplemental Data 1 
 

Primer Name Sequence (5´-3´) 

p_ΔC15 GGATCCTCAAGTCAAACCAGGAAT 
p_ΔC10 GGATCCTCACGACGTCTGGTCCAT 
p_202 CCATGGCCTCGAGAATTGCTAAAGATG 
p_203 GGATCCTCAAGCCTCGAAGGTCATGGC 
p_210 CATATGAACTACTTCCGTTATC 
p_1364 ATATATCCATGGAAATGCCGACGGGGTTAC 
p_1365 TATATGGATCCTCAAATGATATAATCTGAC 
p_1366 ATATATCCATGGAAATGCCACCGGCCGGAG 
p_1367 TATATGGATCCTTATATGATGTAATCTGAC 
Supplemental Data 1: Primers for amplification of cDNAs encoding for SAT and OAS-TLs from 
plants and bacteria 
 
  
 



Supplemental Data 2 

Comparative Modelling - The sequences of two 
G. max SAT isoforms (cytosolic Q8W199-1 
(AF452452.1 (1)) and organelle Q5MYA1-1) 
and A. thaliana cytosolic (P47998; AtSATc) and 
mitochondrial (Q39218; AtSATm) SATs were 
retrieved from UniProt 
(http://www.uniprot.org/). The SAT (Q5MYA1-
1) is designated GmSATo (gene Glyma16g-
08910). Another isoform of cytosolic G. max 
SAT was expressed in this work (designated as 
GmSATc) whose sequence differs from 
Q8W199-1 by the insertion of 18 residues at 
positions 175 – 192 (VGETAVIGNNVSILHH-
VT) instead of 17 residues 
(EGRHRNREQCVDPAPCS). Pairwise align-
ments of the cytosolic SAT sequences from G. 
max and A. thaliana to the sequence of 
mitochondrial AtSATm from A. thaliana were 
performed with BLAST2 (2) 
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/bl2seq/wblast-
2.cgi). The 3D structure of mitochondrial 
AtSATm from A. thaliana was previously 
modeled as described in (3). Due to the high 
sequence similarity to AtSATm (70-75%), the 
structure of AtSATm was chosen as the template 
for comparative modeling of the homohexameric 
structures of the SATs from G. max and A. 
thaliana cytosol (3). Residues 20-264 of 
Q8W199-1 and 20-265 of GmSATc were 
modelled. Modeling was performed with 
MODELLER 8v2 (http://salilab.org/modeller/-
modeller.html) (4) using an automated protocol 
for optimization and minimization of the 
models. The modeled structures with the lowest 
rmsds (~0.1Å) to the template, AtSATm, were 
chosen for further study.  

Computation of Binding Energies - Each 
modelled hexameric SAT structure was 
immersed in a box of explicit water molecules 
(TIP3P model), energy minimized for 200 steps 

with AMBER8 (5), and then split into two 
trimers.  The binding energy between the SAT 
trimers was computed with the APBS program 
(6) as the energy of the hexamer minus the 
energies of the two trimers. The energy 
consisted of the sum of electrostatic and non-
polar solvation terms. The required PQR files 
were prepared from the Amber output RST files. 
The electrostatic term was calculated with the 
ELEC module by solving the non-linearized 
Poisson-Boltzmann equation at an ionic strength 
of 50mM. Two grids of 193x193x193 points, 
centered on the hexameric SAT, were used: a 
coarse grid with 350Å/side and a fine grid with 
100Å/side. Dielectric constants for the protein 
and the solvent were assigned as 4 and 78, 
respectively. To calculate the non-polar 
solvation term, the APOLAR module was used 
with a surface tension coefficient of 0.105 units.  
A solvent probe radius of 1.4Å was used for 
both energy terms. This procedure was carried 
out for the modeled AtSATm, AtSATc, 
GmSATo, AF452452.1 and GmSATc, and 
bacterial crystal structures of HiSAT (PDB 
entry: 1s80) and EcSAT (PDB entry: 1t3d) from 
H. influenzae and E. coli, respectively. 

Flexibility of SAT trimers - Molecular dynamics 
simulations of 20ns were run for modelled 
trimers of both isoforms of cytosolic G. max 
SAT (AF452452.1 and GmSATc). The 
AMBER8 program package (5) and the Parm99 
force field (7) were used. The protein structures 
were immersed in a box of explicit water 
molecules (TIP3P model (8)). The systems were 
minimized for 200 steps and thermalized over 
40ps by gradually increasing the temperature of 
the solute and the solvent to 300K. All protein 
atoms were restrained with a force constant of 5 
kcal/mol/Å2 for the first 10 ps. The production 
runs were performed for 20 ns without restraints 



on atom positions and with periodic boundary 
conditions at a constant pressure of 1 atm  with a 
pressure relaxation time of 2 ps (ntb=2). A 
constant temperature of 300K was maintained 
with the weak-coupling algorithm with a time 
constant of 5 ps (ntt=1), and SHAKE constraints 
were applied to the bonds involving hydrogen 
atoms (ntc=2). For analysis, the backbone root 

mean squared deviation (RMSD), the radius of 
gyration and the fluctuation of the residues along 
the simulation were calculated and compared 
between the isoforms. For calculating the RMSD 
and radius of gyration, the highly flexible C-
terminal 9 residues of the simulated proteins 
were omitted.  
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Supplemental Data 3: Specificity of AtSATc antiserum
Soluble proteins (15 mg) of leaves from 6 week old wild type (Col-0) and T-DNA knockout lines for

AtSATm (satm, serat2;2) and AtSATc (satc, serat1;1) were separated by SDS-polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis, transferred to nitrocelluse and tested for abundance of AtSAT5 by immunological

staining with AtSAT5 antiserum (A). The AtSATc antiserum was obtained by subcutaneous

injection of rabbit with 1 mg of purified AtSATc protein for two times. The specific AtSATc

antibodies were further purified by affinity purification with immobilized AtSATc antigen. A 500-fold

dilution of the affinity purified antiserum was used for immunological detection as described in

(25).The amount of loaded protein and efficiency of transfer was tested by reversible staining of

proteins with the Ponceau dye on the nitrocellulose membrane (B).
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Supplemental Data 4

Supplemental Data 4: Raw data for ITC of mitochondrial and cytosolic CSC 

from Arabidopsis

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was performed using a VP-ITC Microcal

calorimeter (Microcal, Northhampton, MA, USA). All proteins were dialyzed

extensively against ITC buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8.5, 0.25 M NaCl) prior to all

titrations. A typical titration at 20oC consisted of 24 injections of 6-12 µL aliquots

of 20 µM of AtOAS-TLm dimer (A) or 55 µM AtOAS-TLc dimer (B) into 0.7 µM of

AtSATm hexamer or 1.7 µM AtSATc hexamers at time intervals of 5 min to ensure

that the titration peak returned to the baseline.
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Supplemental Data 9: Determination of Acetyl-Co A affinity of AtSATm and 

AtSATDC15

The full-length AtSATm and the C-terminally truncated protein SATDC15 were 

purified and analyzed for the affinity towards acetyl-coenzyme A (Acetyl-CoA).



Supplemental Data 5: 
 
A Theoretical curves for models with 1, 2 and 3 sequential binding sites  
 

 
 
B. Statistical analysis of potential binding models: 
1. One set of equal binding site model (3 parameters to fit):  
KD= 30.3 ± 6.0 nM, N =2.20 ± 0.04, χ2= 8.1*105  
 
2. Two set of binding sites model(6 parameters to fit)  
KD1= 164 ± 131, N1=0.57 ± 0.33, KD2= 1.2 ± 9.6 nM, N2=1.53 ± 0.87, χ2=5.9 x105. 
All fitted parameters are uncertain due to high standard errors. 
 
3. Sequential binding site model N=1(2 parameters to fit)  
KD= 438 ± 113 nM, χ2=1.45x107 ; very high χ2 
For a sequential binding model “N” should be at least 2. We fitted with this model for comparison of data with 
(12). 
 
4. Sequential binding site model N=2 (4 parameters to fit) 
KD1= 11.1 ± 7.8 nM , KD2= 83 ± 16 nM, χ2=6.7x105 
KD1 has 70% standard error. 
 
5. Sequential binding site model N=3 (6 parameters to fit)  
KD1= 4.3 ± 3.6 nM, KD2= 17 ± 7.4, KD3= 430 ± 160 nM, χ2=5.56x104 
Standard errors for all KD are high (37%- 83%). 

 
Supplemental Data 5: Statistical Analysis of potential binding models  
Raw data for ITC of AtSATm hexamer with AtOAS-TLm dimer are fitted with 5 models which describe the 
binding of AtOAS-TLm dimer to AtSATm hexamer. The “one set of equal binding sites” model: A + nB→ ABn 

was selected for the following reasons: The calculated stoichiometry (N=2.2 ± 0.04 ) for the “one set of equal 



binding sites” model supported by AUC and SEC (Fig 1, 4) for plant CSCs and for bacterial CSCs (1, 15). An 
equal set of binding sites is reasonable from the modeled structure of AtCSCm (23). In case of sequential 
binding site models with N=1 (model 3) or N=3 (model 4) the calculated stoichiometry of AtCSCm would 
contradict the experimentally determined stoichiometry of AtCSCm. The KD value fitted with the “one set of 
equal binding sites” model (30nM ± 6nM) is consistent with KD-values determined independently by 
enzymological characterization (25 nM, reference: 3) and BIACORE analysis (41 nM, reference: 17) of plant 
CSCs. A sequential binding of SAT and OAS-TL has never been observed for bacterial (15, 16) and plant CSCs. 
The exception of this rule is the CSC formed by the AF45242.1 protein (12). The decrease in χ2 between model 1 
and model 4 is not sufficient to justify fitting with a model that has more variable parameters. In addition, errors 
for calculated parameters are high in case of model 2, 3, 4 and 5, which demonstrates that there is not enough 
information in the experimental data to fit these constants properly. 
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Supplemental Data 6: Comparison of amino acid sequence and structure from plant and bacterial SAT 

proteins

(A) Amino acid sequence of full length SAT proteins from plants (1: AtSATp; 2: AtSATm; 3:AtSATc; 4:

Glyma14g01840; 5: Glyma02g46870; 6: AF452452; 7: GmSATc, Glyma16g03080; 8: Glyma18g08910; 9:

Glyma07g06480) and bacteria (10: EcSAT; 11: HiSAT) were compared with the AlignX tool of the Vector

NTI Suite 9.0.0 (InforMax, US). The indicated secondary structure elements (alpha-helixes: a, grey

barrels; left handed beta-sheets: b, grey arrows; loop: black box; unstructured C-terminus: white box)

were taken from the crystal structure of E. coli SAT(10, 24, pdb-file: 1t3d). Asterisks indicate amino acid

residues that are predicted to be important for catalysis of OAS formation. The color code shows sequence

similarities of analyzed SAT proteins (white: non-similar; cyan: conservative; green: similar; yellow:

identical).

(B) The structure of GmSATc was modeled by comparison to the known structure of EcSAT as described in

(23). The sequence stretch that differs in AF452452.1 and GmSATc corresponds to the b-sheet strands 4

to 6 and is shown in orange. Brackets indicate secondary structural domains.
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Supplemental Data 7: Silver staining of recombinant CSCs from Arabidopsis thalaina
The mitochondrial AtSATm and AtOAS-TLm (A) and cytosolic AtSATc and AtOAS-TL c (B) were co-

expressed in E. coli as described in material and methods. The corresponding CSCs formed

spontaneously in vivo and were purified by immobilized metal affinity chromatography of the

histidine tagged SAT. The purified mitochondrial CSC (CSCm, 0.1 µg) and the cytosolic CSC

(CSCc, 0.25 µg) were separated by SDS-PAGE and proteins were visualized by silver staining

according to (18). The identity of SAT and OAS-TL proteins were confirmed by immunological

detection of proteins with antisera against AtSATm ( -SATm, 1:2000) AtSATc ( -SATc, 1:500) and

AtOAS-TLm ( -OAS-TLm, 1:2000). The OAS-TLm antiserum was known to recognize also AtOAS-

TLc. The Signal for AtOAS-TLc was lower than signal for AtOAS-TLm as a result of less specific

binding by -OAS-TLm as expected.
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Supplemental Data 8: Molecular dynamics simulations of AF452452.1 and GmSATc 
trimers  

The root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the backbone atoms of the AF452452.1 and GmSATc 
trimers from their initial structures (A) and the radius of gyration of the trimers (B) are plotted against 
time for the 20 ns simulations. (C, D) The root mean square (RMS) fluctuation of the atoms in each 
amino acid residue during the simulations is shown for AF452452.1 (C) and GmSATc (D) trimers. 
The residues are numbered sequentially for the three monomers of the trimers and the ends of the 
monomers are marked by dashed blue lines. The sequence range of the β-helix domain of each 
monomer is shown by a black solid line on the x-axis. The sequence stretch that differs in 
AF452452.1 and GmSATc (orange region in Figure 1) is indicated by an orange bar on the x-axis for 
each monomer. 
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Supplemental Data 9: Determination of Acetyl-Co A affinity of AtSATm and 

AtSATDC15

The full-length AtSATm and the C-terminally truncated protein SATDC15 were 

purified and analyzed for the affinity towards acetyl-coenzyme A (Acetyl-CoA).


